ABSeam Panel Texture
26 Gauge AZ50 Galvalume

Bronze (TBZ)  Burgundy (TBU)  Colonial Red (TCR)  Charcoal (TCH)  Evergreen (TEG)  Black (TBL)

Standard: 16½" Wide Coverage • 1½" High Rib

ABSeam Panel Texture Profile (EScc)

The unique texture redirects light for enhanced visual depth, promising a step-change improvement over flat panel s appearance. Formulated with enhanced WeatherXL silicone polyester, this product delivers proven superior quality for outstanding performance. For all its beauty, it features an enduring weatherability to resist fading and chalking.

- Breakthrough technology for a unique appearance that creates a shifting and shimmering effect
- Proven SMP superior quality for outstanding performance
- A textured coating that meets current solar reflective (SR) standards for LEED and Energy Star
- Strong color retention

Colors are as close as possible to actual colors, but may vary slightly from actual metal. Please request a free metal sample.
ABSeam Trims

1. ABS Ridge Cap (ESRHoc)
2. ABS Raile Trim (ESRToc)
3. ABS Ridge Hip (ESGRhoc)
4. ABS Slimline Raile (ESLRToc)
5. ABS Sidewall Flashing (ESFtoc)
6. ABS Residential Eave (ESREC)
7. ABS Universal Endwall (ESUEc)
8. ABS Starter "J" (ESJSoc)
9. ABS Formed Valley (ESFVoc)
10. ABS Offset Cleat (ESOCc)
11. ABS Metal "Z" Closure (ESMZCoc)
12. ABS Vented "Z" Closure (ESMZCoc)
13. ABS Gable Cleat (ESGCc)
14. ABS Counter Flashing (ESCFc)
15. ABS Gambriel Trim (ESSToc)
16. Drip Edge (DEc)
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Colors are as close as possible to actual colors, but may vary slightly from actual metal. Please request a free metal sample.
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